GOVERNMENT OF RAJASTHAN
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER,
GROUND WATER DEPARTMENT, JAIPUR

S.N. F1(15)/NHP/SEHQ/GWD/JPR/442.

Bid cancellation Notice
Sealed quotation were invited from experienced / having experience to supply store/ goods through departmental Tender/ Bid, /Authorized or registered contractor or supplier to supply various items e.g. chemical, glassware and other consumable items used in departmental laboratories located at Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur and Bikaner vide this office letter no. F1(15)/NHP/SEHQ/GWD/JPR/441 dated 05.12.2019.

The above mentioned Bid may be treated as cancelled due to some unavoidable reasons.

S.N. F1(15)/NHP/SEHQ/GWD/JPR/442.

Copy to following for information:
1. Office notice board.
2. CE(QC&V), Nodal officer NHP, WRD, Jaipur
3. CE, GWD, Jodhpur
4. NHP- NPMU, Delhi
5. Sr. Hydrogeologist (DSPC), GWD, Jodhpur is requested to upload the cancellation notice on departmental website.
7. Sita Trading Company, 3825 Rasta topkhana indira bazaar, Jaipur.
8. J.K. scientific works, 76 goverdhan colony, new sanganer road, Jaipur
9. Hindustan mining equipments, B4, fatehsingh market, near railway station, Jaipur
10. B.C. Scientific company, inside govindam building, MI road Jaipur.

Superintending Engineer,
Ground Water Department, Jaipur

Date: 09 /12/2019